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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is specific and limited; 
namely, a study of Ludwig van Beethoven's technique in 
counterpoint and his approach to this phase of the 
musical art through his piano music. 
The study is divided into three divisions, treated 
in as many chapters. These are (l) his training and 
background, (2) his favorite contrapuntal techniques and 
mechanisms, and (3) the application of these techniques 
in the piano works. 
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CHAPTER I 
BEETHOVEN ' S CONCEPT I 0N OF' CC)UNTERPJ I NT 
AS GATHERED FROM HI S TEACHERS 
Chri s tian G. Ne efe was a comp oser of distinction, 
a g enuine sch olar a nd a ph iloso pher. His great e st cl a im 
to f am e in our day , however, is t h e f act t ha t he wa s 
y 
Ludwi g van Beetho ven 's first c.omp osi ti on te a c h er. Vve 
use t he term 11 comp osition 11 a dvisedl y becau s e i n th e han d s 
o f his eleven-yea r-old pupil even the mo s t routine 
figu red- b ass exercise s were solved vd th an unusua l deg ree 
of co mpetence. 
But Neefe wa s a relentles s disci plina rian a nd kept 
his i mpetuous pup·il tied do wn to h a r mon y e xercises. 
S i ght-read ing, too, wa s t h e order of t he da y , a n d e xe r-
cises for t his purpose were from no less formi dab le a 
2/ 
source than t h e "Well- t e mpered Cl a vier",- Thus t h e 
fvA. W. Thayer, The Life of Ludwi g v a n Beethoven, tran s . 
y Krehbiel, Volume 1, The Beethoven Associ a tion , 
Ne w York, 1 921, p. 68. 
2/Tobi a s Norli n d, Beethoven och Hans Tid, Hug o Gebe rs 
Forlag , Stockhol m, 19 24., p. 29 . 
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s-econd member of the famous nB" triumvirate became 
acquainted with the style and technique of the first 
of these time-honored Three. 
The association of Beethoven and Neefe was a happy 
one, and Beethoven's feeling of indebtedness grew with 
the years as the precepts of the master took root and 
bore fruit. "If I ever become a great man you shall have 
a share of the credit,n Beethoven wrote in one of h is 
1/ 
many warm letters to his beloved teacher.-
As most gifted pupils have done before and after him, 
Beethoven outgrew his surrounding s and moved from Bonn to 
Vienna to continue his studies. This was in Nove mber of 
1792, a few months after Haydn had met Beethoven and had 
seen some of his music when passing through Bonn. Haydn 
became his teacher and instructed him for approximately a 
year. On a previous occasion Beethoven had intended to 
study with Mozart, but these plans never materialized. 
2 
Haydn's choice of a textbook was the almost inevitable 
2/ 
one, Joseph Fux• s "Gradus ad Parnassum" .- The study of 
the quaint and subtly humorous dialogues on the intricacies 
];_/A. 7'i . Thayer, op. cit. , p. 68. 
~Ibid., p. 150. 
of concord versus discord and the solution of t h e many 
1/ 
exercises on the five species were Beethoven 1 s task._- -
And it is an understatement to say that he did not enjoy 
them. The book contains two hundred and forty-five 
exercises, but only forty-two of these are known to have 
been worked on by Beethoven and ,corrected by Haydn. These 
were in two and three parts. 
Haydn was a strict teacher; counterpo int ·wa s not a 
matter to be taken li ghtly. Consecutive £ifths and 
octaves, improper voice-leading, a 9-8 suspension in two 
upper parts, a nd other contrapuntal ineptitudes s o 
distasteful to the venerable Fux were assiduously 
y 
avoided ... 
( Examples on next pag e) 
1/J . .r. Fux, Gradus ad Parnassum, Vienna, Austria, 1725. 
2/Gustav. Nottebohrn, B~et~oven 1 s .... studi en, Verlag von J. 
~ieter-Bledermann, Le1ps1g und ~ interthur, 1873, 
pp. 21-43. 
3. 
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The vocal Strict Style and the so-called Free 
Counterpoint of the seventeenth and eighteenth c.entury 
instrumental composers were clearly defined by Haydn and 
no adulteration of the former wets pertni tted. It goes 
without saying that the Fux exercises were in Strict 
Style. 
What took place during this eleven-month period of 
study has g i ven rise to much speculation amongst the 
historians. I t is no secret that mutual dissatisfaction 
prevailed._ Could it have been that the artistically 
occupied Haydn was not particularly interested in his 
not too well-mannered twenty-two-year old pu pil? Or, 
did Beethoven -- to put it bluntly-- consider Fux•s 
taxing exercises somewhat of a bore? The course of 
music had progressed far in the sixty-seven years since 
Fux had given the world his imn'lDrtal "Gradus" and 1'792 
when Beethoven undertook to study it. 
However, Haydn's influence on Beethoven d id not lie 
in the field of counterpoint as much as in the realm of 
formal planning. As every well-schooled co mposer kn ows , 
form, especially in its larger aspect, is based upon a 
kind of internal counterp oint, but more will be said 
about th.is later. 
The third teacher to influence Beethoven was a re-
noV'med theorist, J.G. Albrechtsberger, vvh o had written a 
l/ 
counterp oint book entitled 11.Anweisung zur Com position 11 .-
5 
It dealt systematically with counterpo int strict and free, 
simple and invertible, as well as imitation, canon, and 
I/G. Nottebohm, op. cit., p. 47. 
fugue -- instrumental a.nd vocal, and upon as many 
subjects as the most industrious composer could ever 
.!./ desire. This unprecedented array of theoretical erudition 
looked tempting to the eager Beethoven and he began his 
studies with true Beethovenian enthusiasm. But as the 
contrapuntal complexities mounted and opportunities for 
inspi ration diminished, a-eethoven ' s enthusiasm petered 
out and he left .Albrechtsberger e:nd his textbook once and 
y 
for all after one year. 
Parenthetically, Albrechtsberger was not as strict 
as Haydn in his corrections, and permitted some crudities 
that seem questionable even today. He particularly 
enjoyed giving his instructions in the form of matter-of-
fact dia'grams and charts, a fa r cry indeed from the 
loquacious dialogues of Fux. 
C"'l. ...... 0 c 
. t v-lf ... 
~ ~  ... 6/ s- 16 / S"' 6 / !) 
~ 
~ . n v 
• 
l/Ibid., PP• 47-203. 
3/Ibid. He executed nineteen exercises in fugue form, 
two in choral fugue, five in double fugue, and only one 
in ·canon. 
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One suggestion of Albrechtsberger in pe.rticular is 
often conspicuous in Beethoven's music; namely, to avoid 
rhythmical stagnation t hrough breaking a lon g note up by 
means of wide leaps, such as major sixths and octaves. y 
Such a fi gure is used repeatedly in Beethoven's Sonata, 
No . 1 , in D Ma jor for piano and viol in. 
!/G. Nottebohm, op . cit., pp . 63 -68. 
As teachers Haydn and Albrechtsberger stood for two 
different things. Haydn, t h e com p oser, differentiated 
meticulously between Strict and Free Counterpoint, while 
Albrechtsberger, the theorist, vie wed both of these 
extremes as purely theoretical and advocated a practical 
style incorporating features of both techniques. 
It is not unco mm on to find t ha t composers are often 
at heart relentlessly severe as theorists, an d that 
theorists are inclined to sense more clearly the liberties 
necessary for inspired com position. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
BEETHOVEN'S USE OF CONTRAPUNTAL DEVICES 
For every creative artist there is, perhaps, a score 
of analytical scholars who consider it their obligation to 
examine and classify his output. Such, inevitably, is 
the case with Beethoven; and it is the consensus of the 
foremost analytical opinion that his composing career is 
divisible into three distinct periods, each representative y 
of a state of his development. The first of these (1793-
1801) is in some respects largely imitative, embodying 
the classical qualities of Haydn and Mozart . Objectivity, 
an awareness of the scientific principles of form, and 
emotional restraint a re amongst the predominating 
1/Paul Bekker, Beethoven, trans, by Bozman, J . M. Dent 
and Sons, London, 1912 •. · 
Vincent D'Indy, Beethoven, trans. by Baker, The Boston 
Mus ic Company, Boston, Mass., 1911, Tables I-IV. 
W. det.enz, Beethoven et ses· Trois Styles, Edition 
Nouvelle, Librairie Fischbacher, 1909. 
Tobias Norlind, Beethoven och Hans Tid, Hugo Gebers 
Forlag , Stockhoim, 1924. 
Herbert Westerby, Beethoven and his Piano Work s , William 
Reeves, London, 1931. 
H.C. Colles, editor, Groves' Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, Third Edition, The MacMillan Company, New 
York, 1935. 
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characteristics. Towards the end of the eighteenth 
century Beethoven was one of the favorite pianists of 
the cultured Viennese society. Thus it happens that t he 
sonatas of this early period were written for immediat e 
performance and for ephemeral success. In spite of their 
rigid adherence to the classical conventions, the power 
and emotional impact of the later Beethoven are not 
entirely wanting in these early compositions. 
At the turn of the century the restraint and objec-
tivity of the first period gave way to a new intensity 
and subjectivity. The earlier moods were replaced by 
impassioned dramatic utterances. We now find that, 
10 
instead of the neat classical concept of rhythm and melody, 
forceful syncopations, irregularly placed accents, cumulative 
repeated chords, and biting dissonances met his needs in 
expressing a new dynamic quality. In the matter of form, 
too, we find expansion and in some cases deviation f r om 
1/ 
the traditional proportions and dimensions.- In fact, no 
movement demonstrating the externals i.e., contrasting 
themes, transitions, developments -- of the sonata-
allegro form is present in the sonatas Op.26 and Op.27, 
No.1. The Beethoven of the second period wa s a man filled 
with hope e.nd with the enjoyment of success and with a 
l)T. Norlind, op.Qit., p. 189. 
renewed courage to overcome the heartbreaks and fa i lures 
that have st i fled so many other composers of a lesser 
character. 
In his last period (1816 until hia death in 1827) 
Beethoven was virtually a recluse. His deafness made 
communication with the world around him difficult. Thus, 
we find him a lonely a nd ailing man who was also burdened 
by a g ro wing concern over financial matters. 
As a result his music of this period became intro-
spective an d reflective, but none th e less bolder than 
before. As many composers after him have d on e in their 
y 
later years, he found new delight and new vigor in the 
old and rigid forms such as th e fugue, the suite, and the y 
chorale with variations. The number of compositi ons 
decreased, but the dimensions and content expanded. For 
in stance, there are the gigantic Ninth Symphony and the 
six-movement string quartet, Op.l30. But, the despairs 
of hi s personal life at this time were not so depre ss in g 
to him that he could not amuse himself by writing the 
Bagatelles, Op.ll9, which are mere wisps of mel ody in 
comparison with these large work s. 
1:JAs, for example, Schoenberg in his Th em e and Variations 
in A Minor for orchestra, and Stravinsky's opera, "The 
Rake' s Progress 11 • 
ljT. Norl ind, op. ci t ., p. 97. 
11 
In the late compositions we find two new character-
istics: a compl ex contrapuntal texture, and a strong 
feeling for cyclic use of the same or closely related 
themes in several movements, mak ing each of these enormous 
works a tightly knit and 1.mified whole. Thus, Beethoven's 
developmen t can be viewed in terms of a ste~dy progression 
from the most trans parent clarity to the dramatic richness 
of interrelated voices. 
CONTRAPUNTAL DEVICES I N THE 801-TATAS 
For the purposes of this thesis we shall deal chiefly 
with piano sonatas and will group them in two categories, 
quite separate from the triparted division of Beethoven's 
output as a whole. The first g roup are those wr itten in 
the first two composing periods. Here counterpoint (i.e., 
in the external sense) is used almost exclusively for 
development or variation purposes, and usually the passages 
are extremely brief -- sometimes consisting of not more 
than a few notes, and often only of a measure or less. 
But the second of our two categories, namely the 
piano sonatas of the last period, presents a different 
picture. Here we find an entire movement or section of 
a movement cast in a contrapuntal mold such as a fugue, 
so that the counterpoint becomes the basis of Beethoven's 
12 
musical thought rather than merely a means for fillin g 
out a form. 
The sonatas of the first of our two g roup s bring 
into prominence the principle of thematic develo pm ent a nd 
cling to the ei ghteenth century concept of the sonata-
allegro form. Contrapuntal d evices (or shoul d we s a y 
"mechanisms") are e mployed mainly in the closing section 
of the expositions and in t h e developments of the first 
movements. Some of t h ese earlier son a t as place t h e 
em phasis on virtuoso ef fec ts rather than upon the contra-
puntal d elineation of an underlying structure. Outwardly, 
a t l e as t, much of this music is in a purely h omoph onic 
styl e that f eatu res extended passages of a r p egg ios, 
broken chords, and octave tremolos th a t serve as icing 
for simple tonic and do minan t h a rmoni es . 
We h a ve just said that "outwardly" much of t h is 
music is homophonic. One could, of course, say the same 
thing about the first Prelud e in Bach's "Well-tempe red 
Clavier", although this actually is built a round a slyly 
y 
concealed two-pa rt c anon. How many other outwardly 
homophonic passages by the g reat maste rs conceal a canon 
or so me othe r form of cont ra punta l foun dat ion may never 
1/From a lecture in Dr. Hug o Norden's class in Counter-
~oint at Boston Un iversit y Colleg e of Music. 
13 
be known. Some are so subtle that it is doubtful whether 
the composer himself could detect it upon re-examining 
his own music a while after it was written. 
Before proceeding with our analysis of B-eethoven 1 s 
contrapuntal materials, it may add to the clarity of what 
is to follow if we define some of the technical terms 
promulgated by the theorists. 
Double Counterpoint.-- Double counterpoint is known 
also as •Invertible Cnunterpointu and as the "Vertical 
Shift 11 , the last ne.med term being that favored by the 
celebrated Russian theorist and composer, Taneiev. In 
its common academic form double counterpoint is a two-
voice contrapuntal structure so written that either voice 
will make a correct bass. However, the difficulty of the 
contrapuntal problem is lessened slightly when the two 
invertible parts are both designed to be played over a 
free bass or pedal-point, in which case neither of the 
two parts must meet the rigid requirements of a correct 
bass. Usually the "vertical shift" of the voice that is 
inverted, that is shifted from below to above the other 
voice, or vice versa, is at the octave; but there is no 
reason why this shift cannot be at wha.tever interval the 
composer may desire. The distance of this vertical shift 
is what gives the name to the inversion. For instance, 
14 
if the inversion (or shift) is at the distance of an 
octave, it is referred to as Double c·ount e rpoint a t the 
octave . If the i nversion is at a ninth, it is Double 
Counter po in t at the ninth. 
Triple Counterpoint , ·Quadruple Counterpoint.-- Triple 
counterpoint is a three-voice structure in which either 
voice can serve correctly as Bass , Alto, or Treble. 
Quadrup l e counterpoint is a four-voice structure in wh ich 
ei ther voice can serve correctly as. Bas.s, Tenor, Alto, or 
Soprano. Similarly, Quintuple, Pentuple, Sextuple, 
Septuple, and Octuple c·ounterpoint are theroetically 
possible, but rarely practical, due to the many and 
virtually insurmountable difficulties presented by the 
growing number of voices. An interesting table of 
15 
ma.t hema tically possible inversions can be given as follows: 
Double Counterpoint permits of 2 inversions. 
Triple Counterpoint 
" 
It 6 It 
Quadruple Counterpoint It tl 24 ., 
Pen tuple Counterpoint II II 120 It 
Sextuple Counterpoint II II 720 II 
Septuple Counterpoint II II 5040 II 
Octuple Counterpoint II II 40320 II 
It goes without saying that Beethoven had neither the time 
nor the inclination to expend his energy on such inspiration-
killing complexities, although there are some brief 
examples of triple counterpoint • 
• 
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Mirror Counterpoint.-- Mirror counterpoint comes 
into being when two voices progress simultaneously in 
contrary motion. Most mirror counterpoint op e rates within 
and around the Dominant Ninth chord due to the fact that 
when two lines meet on the supertonic of the major scale 
their whole tones and semitones will have the identical 
arrangement in contrary motion . For this reason , in 
mirror counterpoint one line will often begin on the first 
16 
and the other on the third note of the scale. The 
following diag ram should make this clear. (The whole 
notes are those of the Dominant Ninth and the slurs 
indicate the semitones.) 
....0.. 
-
... 
Nii rro r coun terp oint may, of course, begin on any t wo 
note~ if the composer does not consider it important to 
have a uniform occurence of the semitones. 
Canon. - - A canon is the s trictest kind of i mitation . 
In its most usual form it is a two-part structure that 
meets the followin g three conditions: 
1. the parts are i dent ica l throughout, 
2. they Will enter at different times, 
3. the composition will repeat without the addition, 
alteration , or omis sion of any thematic material. 
17 
c·anon, incidentally, is what Tan e iev calls the 
"Horizontal Shift" in contrast to the "Vertical Shift". 
But, canon as a science is not limited to this simple 
type; there are, in general, twelve different forms in 
vvhi ch a two- part can on may appear: --
1. Literal (as described above) 
2. Contrary Motion 
3. Retrograde 
4. Augmentation 
5. Diminution 
6. Contrary Motion and Retrograde 
7. Contrary Motion and Augmentation 
8. Contrary Motion and Diminution 
9. Retrograde and Augmentation 
10. Retrograde and Diminution 
11. Contrary Motion and Retrograde and Augmentation 
12. Contrary Motion and Retrograde and Diminution 
Any of the above can be written in Double Counterpoint 
in one or more inversions. Canons can also be in any 
number of voice s, and Beethoven has a four-part vocal 
canon, "Mir ist so wunderbar 11 , in 11 Fidelio. 11 If an 
all-inclusive definition of canon is desired, it might 
be stated as follows: A canon is a composition consistin g 
of two or more parts havin g th e same theme which are 
18 
played against each other accordin g to some pre-arranged 
plan. 
As in the case of the Triple and Quadruple Counter-
point, Beethoven seems not to have been particularly 
interested in the more involved phases of the canon 
technique. 
Fugue.-- In the purely abstract sense a fugue is an 
elaborate variation on the harmonic series. In practical 
application it is a highly organized musical form based 
on a Subject (a short theme that ma y be as brief as one 
measure), the Ans wer (the s-ubject transpose d to the 
dominant key), and a Countersubject (a secondary theme 
played against both the Subject and the Answer). There 
may be any number of Subjects and Countersubj ects, in 
which case the fugue will be designated as Double, Tri ple, 
or Quadruple, depending upon the number of voices. It 
has become customary, because of a rule laid down by 
Beethoven's last teacher, Albrechtsberger , to limit the 
number of subjects to one les s than the number of voices. 
That is, in a four-voice fugue it is not usually practical 
y 
to have more than three subjects. 
ijEbenezer Prout, Fugue, G. s·chirmer Company, New 
York, p. 183. 
19 
During the course of the fugue the Subject, Answer, 
e.nd sometimes the Countersubject appear in Stretto and 
canonic formations of the various themes. These Stretti 
are linked by free passages known as Episodes. Thus, it 
is that the fugue is the epitome of economy of thematic 
material as well as unity. 
A characteristic feature of the fugue is tha t with 
the entry of the last voice whatever rhythmic texture is 
established will be maintained throughout the composition 
without interruption. The mos t graphic illustration of 
this kind of writin g appeared in the motion picture 
"Fantasia" when Leopold Stokowsld conducted a Toccata and 
Fugue by Bach, and in which the Stretto formations were 
depicted by pairs of fishes carried along on a steadily 
movin g stream. No better pictorial representation of 
the onwa rd movement of a fugue could ever be given. 
Fuga.to.-- The Fugate is a fre e fugue , principally 
i n that the academically correct Answer and the rules 
concerning entries are not obs e rved . In other words , 
it is a com position i n the spirit of and resemblin g a 
fugue but not observing all of the "vexatious minutiae" 
of a strict fugue . It can be said that Fugate is to 
Fugue as Im i ta.ti on is to Canon. 
20 
In addition to these rigid contrapuntal device s , 
there is the whole fiel d of irnitetive counterpoint wherein 
identical or similar figures rather then exact notes a re 
made to effect a sort of contrapunta l dialo gue. But 
this is too free to require f urther discussion or 
illustration. 
Beethoven evidentl y en j oyed writin g a short pas sage 
in double counterp oint and then "putting it through its 
paces". It may well be that some of this pleasure wa s 
derived from the subtle changes in harmony brought in t o 
play by the process of inversion itself. A go od example 
of this is shown in the follo win g quotati on from the 
sonata, Op.31, No . 2, where, in the first two measures, 
the eighth-note passage in the treble is the counterpoint 
against the uppermost half-notes in the left hand. In 
the third and fourth measures the same ei ghth-note 
passage is in the bass and the half-notes are p l ayed i n 
octaves in the right hand. 
(Example on next page) 
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It wil l be observed that in the first two measures the 
passage is essentiall y ~' while in the next two measures 
the effect is I. It is curious that textbooks rarely 
menti on the all-important fact that one of the chief 
functions of counterpoint is to establish a han-nonic 
background. Tis is, perhaps, the chief benefit to be 
der ived from a study of canon~ 
A typical i llustration of the formal function of 
double counterpoint is given in the development section 
of the first movement of Op . 28 . An eight-bar pattern 
of inverted counterpoint breaks down to a two-bar 
sequential figure which serves as ·a modulatory transition 
22 
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to the restatement. 
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Do.uble counterpoint .is used also for purposes of 
development in measures 87-106 of t h e Final e of Op.lO , 
No.2. 
. 
' 
In Op. 27, No.1, a restatement of the original theme 
is varied through i nverted counterpo i nt, in thls case 
taking the form of runn i ng passages aga i nst a chord 
figure. 
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The last movement of Op.l09 is in variation form, 
and the third variation is based upon double counterpoint 
wh ich is not too unlike the style of an invention by Bach. 
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In this connection mention should be made a lso of 
the double counterpoint which occurs frequently in the 
trio sections of the minuets, scherzos, and other light 
movements. One of the tests of a composer ' s skill is 
to achieve lightness and grace i n the solution of a 
contrapuntal problem. I t me.y be t hat this technique 
in Beethoven is a direct result of his studies with 
Haydn . 
The following passage from the sonata , Op.:?, No.2, 
will show his tree.tment of triple counterpoint. 
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Imitation of small figures is e.nother contrapuntal 
device contained in the sonatas . These patterns , however, 
are imitated wi thin one harmony and are n ot, therefore, 
contrapuntal in texture in the academic sense . In the 
following examples the imitation is one of style rather 
than of exact notes. 
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Passages in wh i ch voices enter imitatively give the 
appearance of being fugal, bu t the contrapuntal texture 
is of but brief duration and the impression of the fugue 
is short-lived. The following quotati on f'rom Op.lO, No.2, 
shows such a ''false start 11 and is reminiscent of Antonio 
Vivaldi's "Concerto in D Mino r" for two vio l ins and 
orchestra, in which a part of one canon is used to intro-
duce another canon so skilfull y that none but the most 
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observant listener would ever suspect that he was n ot 
hearin g the same canon throughout. 
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In the same sonata the coda of the fina l movement displays 
an imitative development of a small figure, and in the 
third movement trio of Op.7 is a similar four - measure 
passage of exact imi t ation within the diminished seventh 
harmony. 
A small fi gure in imitative dialogue serves a s a 
transition from the development to the restatement in 
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the first movement of Op . 90. 
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The above passage is a strik i ng example of Beethoven's 
ingenuity and r esourcefulness. By the simple means of 
answering in augmentation he achieves a broadening effect. 
1/ 
The ratio of augmentation is the f amiliar one of 1:2~ 4~8 ; -
that is, sixteenth-notes to eighth-notes to quarter-notes 
to hal f -n o t e s . 
i/John L. Dunk, Hyperacoustics , J . M. Dent and Sons, Ltd . , 
London, 1916, p. 75 . 
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Sect1ons employing mirror counterpoint are also 
brief. When Beethoven uses this device he begins usual l y 
at the interval of an augmented fourth , wh ich is also 
t rue of scale passag es in contrary moti on . (See the 
• 
notes given on Mirror Counterpoint earlie r in t h is 
chapter .) 
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Before his last period of composition he occa s ion ally 
employed the principle of the canon, but in the sonatas 
canonic passages are extremely short , as, f or example , 
in Op . 2 , No.3. Of course, th i s is not an original i dea 
with Beethoven, since i n the fourteenth, fifteenth, and 
sixt een th cen turies this sort of i mitati ve entry-- either 
canonic or fugal was a commonplace vocal effect . The 
Canadian ce l list an d mus i cal scho l ar , the late Leo Smith, 
once gave an oft-quoted l ecture in which he raised the 
quest i on as to whether the .whole business of imitative 
~ 
entry has not long since become merely a cliche But 
this is certainly open to argument . 
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This pas sage is repeated twice and is altern a ted with a 
sma l l rhythmic pattern, IJ , which functions as 
a transition from the development to the recapitulation . 
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The only other use of the canon principle before 
Op.l Ol occurs in Op.31, ~o.l , where we find a two-part 
canon in the upper octave at one measure. The figur e is 
derived from the opening theme of the rondo, and the 
canon is used for purposes of development . 
In Op.l09 the fifth vari ation of the last mov ement 
is a three-voic e structure containing canonic entrances, 
but here is demonstrated an impatience with the strict 
contrapuntal forms as the canonic entrance s turn out to 
be merely brief imitations . 
All of the paseages cited above are canonic only to 
the extent that the part s begin at different times a n d 
are identical throughout . But one of the de f i n in g 
• 
conditi on s of a canon is that the compos ition must be 
repeated without a lteration or the addition of any free 
material, as is stated previously in this chapter . These 
passages must be c l assified simply as imitation. Thi s 
is true , likewise, of the trio of the second movement of 
Op.lOl, where what appears to be a canon at the octave 
a t t h e half measure is interrupted by the intrusion of 
a new figure, which , i n turn , is treated canonically. 
~hen the first pattern returns it is inverted , again 
d emonstrat i ng Beethoven ' s pleasure in the use of double 
c ounterpoint. 
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I n 1816 , in Op.lOl, Beethoven uses the fugue for 
the first time in a p iano sonata . Not only does a contra -
puntal form become the basis for a movement , but the 
texture of these late compositions becomes more poly-
phonic in style. The sonatas are compact , un ifi ed works 
with a definite thematic reVationship between movements . 
In Op.lOl and Op . lll the f ugue is combined with the 
sonata-allegro form. It funlctions 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a s a development 
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technique in Op.lOl, whereas in Op.lll the whole movement 
structure contains elements of fugal writing. 
The development of Op . lOl is a free fugue in the 
tonic minor , employing such devices as imitation, double 
counterpoint, and stretto . A horizontal shift of the 
subject provides a new rhythmical emphasis. 
I 
t 
. ~ . 
\ . 
The subject itself is derived from the first the me of the 
last movement. 
The combinin g of the sonata-allegro form with elements 
of fugue writing in the first movement of Op.lll (1822) 
results in a hi ghly-concentrated work. Though the move -
ment is not a strict fugue, the theme , or subject, is 
35 
used with a countersubject, and t h e voic es en t e r in 
fugue-like fashion. 
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In t h e development section the subject is found in 
i mitation and augm entation • 
• 
The sonata Op.l06 (1818) is a four movement work 
of i mm ense p ro p ortions in which the fugue climactic a lly 
functions as the bas is of the fourth movement . 
Beethoven 's designations for his fuga l movements 
are rarel y without such qualifying terms as "alla fuga " 
or 11 fuga to 11 • The de sign at ion for the fugue in Op .l06 
is 11fuga a tre voci, con alcune licen z e". In a l e tte r 
to Brei tkopf and Hartel the com po se r wrote, 11 If I he.d 
used the n ame fugue, peop le would have critici zed me for 
1/ 
not kno win g the rules."-
The fugue has thre e subj e cts, but it is not in th e 
strictest sense a triple fugue because a t no time are 
all three subjects heard simultaneously. _ 
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The leap s a t t h e beg inn i ng of both the first subject and 
the c ounte rsubjec t are derived fro m the open i ng theme of 
l/T~ Norlind , op. cit., p. 377. 
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the first movement . Also the three subjects are related 
in that the importantant tones outline a triad. 
e .... 'L~ 
' ,·, 
. 
An interesting aspect of the fugue subject is that 
the main notes of the subject and of the extension which 
follows have the character of a lyrical German folk tune. 
The exposition is orthodox • . The second voice enters with 
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a tonal answer, followed by the third voice with the 
subject in the usual manner. That Beethoven was at home 
and completely at ease with the art of fugue writing is 
clearly evident in h is manipulation of fugal devices. 
Inversion, augmentation, retrograde, stretto, pedal-point, 
and sundry rhythmic shifts are all in operation in this 
!I 
fugue. Beethoven practically exhausts the resources of 
fugal mechanisms in this vigorous and energetic fourth 
movement finale. That this fugue is essentially instru-
mental in character in the orchestral sense vvi ll be 
discussed in considerable deta il in the next chapter. 
In 1821 Beethoven again selected a fugue as a fitti n g 
close to a piano sonata, the monumental Op .llO. But 
this one is more vocal in spirit than the one in Op.l06, 
although all of the fugal equipment is again brought into 
play. In one respect, technically, it is si mpler in that 
it is real instead of tonal. Beethoven, like Bach, h ad 
little patience with the complexities of the tonal answer 
in practical composition. Also, in this fugue the 
counte rsubject is not so tnuch an "independent subject" 
(as the textbooks require it to be) as an embellishment 
of th~ subject that runs along with the subject in thirds . 
_!_/See fugue analysis inclu d ed in the .Appendix . 
Vfu en this fugue ha s to a ll obvious intents and 
purposes completed its course, and all of the three 
voices have b een dutifully considered, a d ramatic en -
harmonic modulat ion prefaces the restatement of the 
Adagio Arioso. The l ast note of an arpeggio endln g the 
Arioso then becomes the first note of the subject when th e 
fugue returns in inverted form and is developed anew. 
It was mentioned under "Fugue " earlier in this 
chapter that a new basic requirement of a good fu gue is 
that its rhythmic flow be kept uniform. This f ugue by 
Beethoven is the ex~eption to prove the rule, as is Bach's 
famous "St. Anne " fugue. 
Beethoven ' s Op.110 is a superb study in cyclic 
form, each movement having as its thematic source the 
first theme of the openin g movement. The fugue subject 
is a simplification of this theme, and the fourth movement 
fugue "becomes a concentrated and triumphant summary of 
y 
the whole sonata. 
1/R. Rolland, Beethoven , trans. by Hull , enry Holt and 
Company , New York, 1917, p. 1 64 . 
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A topic of lengthy d i scus s ion on the part of a ll 
writers on Beethoven is his return to the ol d t raditional 
forms in his late period of composition. The fu g ue se rves 
both as starting point and termination for the co mp os e r. 
I t is a startin g point in compositional technique an d a 
go a l in the achi evement of mu sical expres s ion . It is 
n a tural for a co mp os e r to embrace the stricte r form s and 
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mechanisms as he matures . young compose r ha~ a c ertain 
amount of "freedom" to expend , but in time thi s run e dry 
and he beg i ns to repeat hi~self. Then contrapuntal 
devices, instea d of hinderin g , become a liberat in g forc e, 
affording a composer unlimited them a tic and harmoni c 
rna terial with whi ch to express himself in an orderl · and 
eloquent manner . 
A fu gue provides op portunity f or expr ess ion in 
accordance with its strictness . I n other words, the more 
strictly a pie c e is conceived, the greater are the 
op p or tun i t ies i t offers for ex·p ressi ve performance. lind , 
c onversely , t h e more f ieedom a composer allows hi mself 
the more he l imits the expres s ive c ontent of his music. 
That Beethoven felt he was a bett e r composer in his 
late years is substant i ated by two of h i s own statements. 
In reference to Op. l 06, he said, "What I write n ow does 
not resemble 'Nhat I d i d fo rmerly; it i s a l ittle b etter. " 
y 
Also, in a somewhat ref l ective frame of mind, he rema rked, 
2/ 
" 1Jow I know how to compose ."- Likewi se , Haydn is reported 
to h av e said i n his last years that he had only then 
learned ho w to compose . Th e secret of musical creation 
!/Vincent D1 I ndy , op. c i t ., p . 93 • 
.§_/Ibid ., p. 96 . 
eludes m~ny com posers most of t he ir life, an d some 
com posers all their life. 
CONTRAPUNTAL DEVICES I N THE VARI. TIO_JS 
Beethoven wrote twenty-one sets of variations for 
p iano solo. Eleven were written before 1801, six between 
1/ 
1801 and 1809 , and one set, the "Diabelli 11 Variations,-
Op.l20, was composed during Beethoven's last pe rio d in 
18?3 . Three addi tiona1 sets are not da ted, but we re 
y 
probably composed around 1800 . 
For purposes of discussion we may divide, as i n the 
sonatas, the variations into two groups. The first 
g roup consists of those in wh ich contrapuntal devices 
a r e used briefly. Examples of inverted counterpo int, 
i mitat ive passages, and fugal entrances of voices can be 
f ound, hut at no time are these variations contrapuntal 
in texture. The second group is comprise d of those 
variations in which the fugue or canon becomes the basis 
for a whole section. 
17The "Diabelli" Variations are so named because the 
rheme is a waltz by the Viennese music publisher a nd 
composer , Antonio Diabelli (1781-18 ~8) . 
2/T. Nor1ind, op. cit., p . 199. 
The variation form was a popular form of co mp osition 
in the early part of the nineteenth century. Frequently 
there were con te sts in which composers and pianists 
wrote in the variati on form for the conpetitions. 
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In examinin g the variations of the first g roup we 
fin d little use of contrapuntal devices . The fo l lo wi ng 
i llustration will be · suff i cient to demonstrate the 
structural simpl i city. 
(b) .. 
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The variations are in binary form , ( with the exception 
of the "Thirty- two 11 ). When the 11 . " section of the two - part 
structure consists of two similar phrases , variety and 
interest i s achieved through the use of double counter-
point as in the quotation abov e . 
Al so vo i ces entering imitatively ih the first s ection 
are reversed in th e order of en t ry i n the second secti on. 
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I n the variation s on t h e Sussmayer theme 11 Tandel n 
und Scherz en 11 the eighth va r iat i on b•gins contrapuntally 
i n contrast to homoph onic var i at i on which precedes i t. 
The voices en t er fugally, but this trea tment soon 
disintegrates i nto mere fi guration . 
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Simple species counterp oint can be found between 
the two themes upo n which the "Prometheus 11 Variations are 
based . But , as .in most great music, this can be 
considered to be a fo ur part harmony, heavily d oubled, 
with a sup e rimposed obligato serving as theme . 
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The first theme is the parent of the second theme. 
In the seventh variation of the sane set the second 
theme is varied by means of a canon i n the l ower octave 
at one beat. The canon is interrupted wi th t he extension 
of the dominant seventh chord. I t i s of the simplest 
variety over a tonic and dominant harmony . 
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Wh at appears t o be a canon in the 11 Th i rty- two " 
Variat ions is simply st r i c t imi t ati on of two voices. It 
does not meet the definin g con dition of repetition. 
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I n the thirty- first var i ation there is a br i ef imitative 
passage i n the two upper voices. 
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The only fugal section before Op . l20 is f ound in the 
finale of the "Prometheus " Variations. Beethoven is 
not in the least concerned with a strict fugue, and 
designates it " alle. fuga ". The subject is based upon 
the introduc tory theme . 
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I t is a three-voice tonal fugue. Shortly after the 
exposition the second theme enters, other voices come 
upon the scene, and the fugue is abandoned for the 
homophonic style . 
The "Diabel l i" Variations is the only set of pian o 
y 
variation s composed i n the last period. It is similar 
to the late sonatas in the re spect that the fu gue becomes 
£/lith the exception of the variati on movement i n Op . lll. 
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the basis for a whole movement and contrapunta l d ev i ces 
are used to a much greater extent than i n the ea rli er 
vvorks . I mitative entranc e s of the voices i n varia tions 
f our and thir ty, i mi t ative dia logue i n var i ation eix , 
mi rror c ounterpoint in variation t wenty- e i ght, canoni c 
d ialogue in variation nineteen, and the fughe tta of 
var i a tion t wenty-fo u r are ill us trative of the i n crea sed 
use of p olyphonic d evice s . 
Variat ion thirty- t wo is an anbiti ous ton a l, d oubl e 
f ugue , and is the only f ugue in the p i an o c om p o s i t i on s 
comp ose d for fo u r voices. An inte resti n5 f ea tu r e of 
thi s fugue i s th a t the length of the countersubject i s 
v a ried with al mo s t every entr ance . 
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The two subjects are announced in th e i n n er pa ir 
of voice s , t hus being typical of the f irst k in d of 
double fugue when the subjects ente r in nei ghboring 
y 
voice s . 
The fugue is strictly worked ou t with the subjec t 
in all voices a fter the expos i tion , an d with e p iso des . 
An othe r interest in g featu r e of th e fugue is t he 
hori zon t a l shift of the s ubjec t , whi c h occurs a t measure 
10 7. I mm ediatel y p rece d ing th i s r hythmic chang e t h ere 
has been a climactic f ortissimo passag e follo we d by a 
ferma t a on a dom i nant seventh c h ord. The passage wh i ch 
f oll O'N S is marked 11 poc o p i u moss o" , the subject is sh ifted, 
a nd a new countersubject is adde d . The rhythmic textu re 
change s from half notes and quarte r not e s to qua rt er 
n otes and ei ghth notes. It will be noted he r e t ha t the 
ori g i nal repeated notes are tied to p ro duc e a suspensi on 
ef fe c t. 
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ijPercy Goetschius, Count e r point Appl i ed , G. Schirmer, 
Inc., New York , 1 902 , p. 266 . 
The h orizonta l sh ifting of a theme i s characte ri s tic 
of Bee t h oven's fugues. The same devi c e was foun d in 
1/ 
Cp .l06 , Op .llO , and Op.lll .- The subject shifts on ce 
more (ba r 11 5) ente ring on the second half of the first 
beat . 
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V'lhen the subject ent e rs for the last statement it appears 
in its original fo r m. With the a ccelerated temp o and 
eighth-note texture, the section has the character of a 
Stretto. 
All episodes are bui lt on mate ri als from the subject, 
answer , and countersubject, exhibiting fr e quently a 
d eceptive use of the subject. 
The fugue ends with a cadenza-like arpe gg io, fo llowed 
by a " p oco adagio " whi ch employ s a fi gure ·der ive d from 
1/Another illustra tion of t h is horiz ontal shift is found 
in the Scherzo of the Sonata for Piano and Violin, Op. 24. 
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the Subject. As in Op.llO, the fugue takes fli gh t in 
a homophonic passage. 
An examination of this fugue points up the fact 
that Beethoven allows the simple s p eci es line of h is 
counterpoint to organi z e his harmony. Also, owin g to 
the brevity of t h e contrapuntal scheme s; the fugue l a c k s 
a really contrapuntal flow. 
Other piano works investi g ated include the Ron dos, 
Op.5l, No .1 and 2; Op.l 29 ; the Bagatelles, Op. 33; Op.ll9; 
Op. 1 26 ; a Fantasy, Op.77; a Polonaise, Op . 89 ; " Zwe i 
Praelud ium", Op.39; and a number of Iviinuets. The late 
Baga telles, Op.l 26 , are essentiall y ho mophonic. Contra-
puntal devices a re so infrequently and briefly em ploye d 
in t hese works tha t thay do not warrant discussion ~t 
this ti me. 
An examination of the contrapuntal devices reveals 
the fact that Beeth oven's contrapuntal thinkin g has t h e 
followin g characteristics: 
1. It is not charact e ristic of Beethoven to concern 
himself with such phases of the contra pun tal 
techni q ue as a re 1 il< e ly to result in f rui tl e ss 
labor. For i nstan ce, the more intricate canon 
techni ques that are derive d from the restrictive 
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double counterp oint inversions (i.e., Double 
Counterpoint a t the seventh, ninth, eleven t h , 
and the like) he seems to avoi d , and wis e l y so. 
Except for their function in org anizin g unusual 
harmonic plans, such devices would not be of much 
use to a p ractical composer like Beethoven. 
This sort of Work is for theorist and explorers 
of the realm of abstract counterpo int. 
2 . Beethoven, like Bach, does not feel t h e need to 
explore the field of a bstract counter point. 
Thi~ could well be left to less inspired co mposers. 
The contrapuntal forms of h is late period are 
treate d subjectively. Referring to Bach's music, 
Beethoven s p oke out in favor of t h e old forms, 
bu t stressed t h e f a ct that "it mus t be our object 
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1/ 
at the present day to add a really poetic element."-
3. Beethoven rarely uses counterpoint for its own 
sake; that is, externally, as in t h e fugues of 
Bach. As will be seen from the follo wing 
quotation and the subjoined skeleton, Bach's 
instrumenta l counterpoint is chiefl y a sort of 
!/W. Behrend, Ludwig van Beethoven's Pianoforte Sonatas, 
trans. by Lund, J. lv: . Dent and Sons, Ltd., London, 1 92'7 , 
P • 7. 
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vari ation on a chorale-sty le h a r mony. 
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With Beethoven, t h is is not the c ase. His 
external us e of coun t erpoint is mos tl y li mit ed 
to the elaboration of a lyrical theme, as seen 
in Example 27. 
4. His contra puntal lines are brief ; often an 
example of mirror counterpo int will not exceed 
a measu re or two. His forms are no t based on 
counte r point f rom this point of view, but 
r ather on a larg e-scale internal counter point 
which may not b e a pparent to an y on e except the 
mos t experienc ed theoretical anal y sts. 
CHAPTER III 
BEETHOVEN'S MERG I NG 
OF THE 
CONTRA PU!\JTAL TECHN I QUE AND THE PI ANO I DI OM 
Concertgoers in Beethoven's day had three styles of 
piano playing from which to choose. This is upon no les s 
an authority than Beethoven 's pupil and Liszt's teacher, 
Karl Czerny. The first of these styles was that of the 
Clementi school, which exploited the virtuoso practices 
of Muzio Clementi '(1752-1832) , a superb pianist , a 
respectable composer, and auth or of the "Gradu s a d Par-
nassum" for piano students.. The emphasis was u po n 
agi 1 i ty, breath tal-cing speed, breadth of style, a finn 
tone, and bold ef fec ts. 
The secon d school was built around the pianistic 
theories of J. 9 . Cr amer (1771-1 8 58) and Joh ann Dussek 
(1761-1812), an d featured a cantabile st yle of the utmost 
refinement and elegance. Scale passages flowe d in a 
sil ky , smooth legat o, and the pedal techni que aided t h is 
all-im p ortant legat o. Bold and abru p t effects we re 
scorned. 
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A third school of piano-play ing was known as the 
Viennese or Mozart school. The artists of t h is schoo l 
made littl e or no use of the pedal, and deli gh te d in 
purity of interpretation, crysta lline clarity, brilliance, 
and a li gh t tone tha t was essen tial ly stacca to in 
y 
ch a r a ct e r. 
In the midst of all this ado over styles of executi on , 
we fin d two g reat rival virtu oso p i an i s ts, Ludwi g van 
Beethoven a nd Johann Nepomuk Hu mmel, a pu pil of Mo z art. 
Each had h i s own enthusi~s tic follow in~ . Th e Beeth oven 
supporters con si d ered Hu mm el colorless and l a c k i ng i n 
imag i nat i on . His play i ng was polished and elegant i n 
the Moza rt trad iti on , but t o t h e Beetho ven admire rs th is 
was merely mon6 ton ou s refinement. And, a s for h is 
co mpositi ons , these we re l o o Ked upon as borro wi ngs from 
2/ 
Haydn and Mozart.-
The Humm el p a rtisans, on t he oth er hand , accuse d 
Beethoven of maltreating the in s trument . The y censure d 
him as a noisy p ian i st with a hard, ha mm ere d tone. To 
them his playing lacked pu rity a nd cl a rit y , and t h ey 
ma inta ine d an d i n siste d t hat he p l ayed , and c omposed , 
1 /T . Norlind , op. cit., pp . 11 6 , 117. 
~Ibi d ., p. 117. 
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onl y f or th e bo l dness of effect t yp ical of the Clement i 
mann er. Yet they conce de d tha t h i s playing wa s 
!I 
. expressive. 
Beeth oven's pianistic sty l e is reflected in his 
y 
piano com p ositions. The strength and vi gor of h is 
tone i s c ha ract e ristic of the works in his second and 
third p eriod s. His were not the fir s t co mpositi on s, 
ho wev e r, wh ich demonstrated this forcef u l ness and power. 
He was influenced to a l a r g e exten t i n his p i an i st ic 
~I 
i d iom b y C. P . E. Bach a nd Mu z io Cle men ti. 
c . P. E. Bach, i n his " Essay on the True rt of 
Playing Ke yb oa rd Instrumen ts", emphasizes above al l else 
expressiveness in compos i t ion a s well as i n pe rforman ce. 
Composers must "think i n terms of song", and i ns trumenta l 
melo d i es wust s i ng . Othe r wise performers a re i n danger 
of becoming mere technici ans wh o "ov e r wh elm our hearin g 
l/ Ib i d • , p • 117 • 
lj!n t h e same manne r tha t t h e p iani stic style and 
composition of a mu c h l a t e r co mpo ser, Debussy, are 
i d entified. Those wh o heard the vague, v ei led , vaporous 
music played by th e co mp o se r s a i d t hat so d elica te a n d 
e xqu isite was the s ound that one c oul d hardly bel i eve that 
the c ompose r wa s p lay i ng on an i nst rument with hammers! 
3/V. D 'Indy, op. cit., p . 18 . 
W. Behrend, op . ci t., p . 13. 
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without satisf y i ng it and stwJ the mi n d without moving 
y 
it". 
The rondos and sonat a s of C.P. E . Bach are re ma r kably 
similar to t~ e ea rly composit ions o f Beethoven . This is 
especially t ru e of t h e distribution of sudd en "fortes" 
and "pianos 11 • The follo wing quotat ions a re typ ical. 
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New York , 1949 , p . 147. 
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A vi g or of attack and a strength do minates the music 
which is vastly more dramatic and forceful than the 
elegant refinement of the composers in the "style 
gallant" period . 
C.P.E ~ Bach seems to have enjoyed sharp and brilliant 
"marcato" effects on normally unaccented notes . His 
works contain many such passages, two illustration s of 
which follow. 
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Thes e s u r p risin g acc en ts a nd ma r c a to l eaps a re t yp ica l 
of t he s econd and t h ird pe riod Be e t h oven . 
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An d yet t h is rhythmic.al irregularity is a ctua ll y in 
appearan ce onl y . Is it not true tha t mos t c oun t e r p o int 
rul es deal with the even-numbe r ed (i.e., t h e unaccen t ed) 
b eat s ? Is i t n o t li k e wise t rue that p r ope r i n t e r p r e ta ti on 
is l a r g e ly a matter of a ud it o r y ill u si on wh ich re quires 
that t h e a n acrusis must be p l ayed a bit h ea vier t h a n th e 
note t ha t fol l ows i t on t h e ac c en t ? ·:h e n these po i n ts 
are taken i n t o consi de rati on it will be seen t h a t C.P. E . 
Bach a n d Be e t h oven were not s o much strivin g f or un u s u al 
eff e cts a s t h e y were being re al istic. 
A virtuoso q ua li ty in C. P . E . Bach's work s, re minding 
us of Be e t h oven 's music, is a c h ieve d through e x ten d e d 
pass age s of arpe gg i os , b ro ken c h ord s, and b r ok en octa ves 
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in which are incorpor ated expansive cont r a puntal effects. 
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A thematic kinship is exhibited in the next two 
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illus tra ti on s from C.P. E . Bach and Beetho v en respectively. 
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The influenc e of Clementi is seen i n the virtuoso 
aspect of the sonat as ._ One needs only to study Cle menti's 
11 Gradus 11 and h is sonata s to see the empha s is on arpegg ios, 
scales , broken chord s, octaves , and octave tre molos . The 
b r eadth of style , bold , spectac ular effects , sforzand os 
on unaccented beats , and the g ran d manne r of sonatas such 
as Beetho ven's 11 Appassionata 11 a re chara c te ri sti c s of 
co mposition close l y a k in to t h e Clemen ti scho ol. Tha t 
Beeth oven wa s a c qua inted with these compositions is 
substan ti a ted b y th e f ac t t ha t Clementi's sona ta s were 
y 
foun d i n Beeth oven's own co l lecti on of mu s ic. 
In p ractical co mp osition any contrapuntal device 
mu s t b e con ceived a nd treated i n t e r ms of t h e performance 
me d ium. In t h e case of a string ed ins t rumen t the 
1 i m ita ti on s of t h e fin ge rboard an d bo w a re th e d eterminin g 
fa~ tors. On a keybo a r d instrument the li mitati ons of 
t h e hand an d t h e qua lities .of the instrum e n t inevit a bl y 
show t h eir effect. The follo win g pas sag e from t h e Bach 
Con certo f or t wo vi o lin s a n d orch e s tra is on e wh ich would 
n ot b e pa rticul a rl y suita ble for smooth performance on 
t h e p i an o. 
The limitati on s i mpo s ed b y the si z e of the h and woul d 
exclud e s uch a pas s ag e f rom p r a ctic a l co mp o s iti on for the 
]jW. Behrend , o p . cit., p . 1 3 . 
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pi ano. One i s more like l y to fi nd a s ecti on i n wh ich the 
si mple s pecies c ount e r point is cloaked in a vari a tion-
t yp e melody aga in s t an Al be rti style a ccompan i ment. 
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In Beethoven's pian o works, pi ani s tic pa tte rns 
al way s conceal a plan ·of si mpl e abstract co unt er po i nt . 
A sc ale passage embe.llishes t h e ce.ntu s firmus . 
( Exampl e on nex t pag e) 
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A t ripl e t f i gure is an e labora t ion of the cantus 
firmus i n the f oll owi ng example , and th e underl y in g 
third spec i es co unte r po int is doubled in octaves fo r 
additi onal emphasi s . 
(Example on n ext page) 
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Variation of the cantus firmtis is ach ieved t h rough 
the ing enious use o f numerous neighboring -tone effects . 
The follo wing is t yp ical • 
. 
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~ sequence of sus pensions can be embellished i n 
many way s, the follo wi n g b ein g by means of a r api d 
triplet figu re. 
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Octaves, so .typica lly p ianistic, can add vi g or to 
an otherwis e simpl e passage , li ke the followin g canonic 
f r agment , whic h is g iven in its most basic form in the 
subjoined ana l ysis. 
tY.. PC~ ~ I t - ~J \ I - :::: 
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Broken octaves function a s an effective embellishment 
to the simple baclcgrounp counte r po int. 
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This pas sag e illustra tes one of Beethoven's f a vorite 
devices, n amely, "blowing up" a brief count e rpoint 
pas sag e to large r dimensions. In this case 1 t will be 
seen by com pa ring Example 58 with Example 57 tha t the 
preceding pas sag e is the fol l owing bit of counterp oint 
quadrup l y augmented . 
Mirror counterpoint is especially adapted to piano 
com p ositi on. "Good solos," stated C. P . l?. Bach, "are 
those wh ich have well-con s tructed melod ies a n d correct 
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harmony and p rovide sufficient exercises for both h a n d s." 
y 
A pas sag e, such a s the followin g one, while not strict 
in mirror counter po int embodies the contours and spirit 
of such writing and certainl y meets Bach's provision. 
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In Op . 54 an extended pas sag e of t wo pa rts in contrary 
motion, doubled in octaves, p roduces a dazzl ing virtuoso 
effect. 
!/C~P~E ~ Bach, op. cit., p. 17 3 . 
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Inverted counter po int is likewise wel l suit ed to 
the pianistic i di on\. Not onl y does it provi de "exe rcis e •' 
for both ha n d s, but it avoids pointless repetition. If 
we ref~r to the illustrations of double and tri ple 
counterpoint in the previous chapters ( Examples 6, 8 , 9 , 
10, ll, 12) we discover that Beethoven ha d used scale 
passag es, broken chords, octaves , and doubling in thirds 
in inverted counterpoint. All of these pi anistic figures 
elaborate upon the simple s t possible counterpoint. 
With the exception of the fugue in Op.llO , t h e 
fugue subjects in the piano sonatas and variations a re 
pianistic i n character. The subject of the fugue in 
Op.lOl consists of a scale pattern , an octave leap, an 
ei gh th-note staccato fi gu re, and a trill em b el l ishm ent. 
A sixteenth-note pattern in t h e c ounte rsubject adapts 
itself easil y to the pianistic idiom of doubling in 
thirds and sixths. 
E".J'.61 
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It also becomes the basis for t he e x tend e d use of aca l es 
in both hands. The stacc a to ei ghth- note figure of t h e 
subject is doubled i n t h irds and sixths and t h e passages 
are punctuated with typical Beeth oveni an off-beat 
sforzandos. 
++. • • n ~· 
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Se quential pattern s are der iv ed f ro m the octave leap of 
the subject. All of these figures make fo r vi g orous 
performance . 
The fugue subject in Op .l06 is si mil a r in cha racter 
to the fugue of Op .lOl . A leap t?f a tenth , a trill 
embellishment wh ich is designated "sforzan do " , and a 
series of scales are exploited throughout the fug u e . The 
countersubject a dd s an octave leap and a passag e of 
legato ei ghth - notes, all of wh ich comb in e to form a 
fu gue which makes taxing de mands upon the techni aue of 
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t h e p e r f ormer, and re s erv e s th e s onat a fo r t h o se p i an i s t s 
p os se s s i ng e x traord i na r y techn ica l s k il l a nd mus i ca l 
unde r s t and i ng . 
The merg i ng of t h e contrapun t a l and p i an i s tic i d i oms 
is d emonst r a ted i n a s ection, for examp l e , whe re a s c a l e 
passage i s e mplo y e d aga i ns t the l egato counter subject, 
t h e l a tter b ein g d oub l ed i n t h ird s and s ix t h s. Di ss i mi-
l a rity i n t h e re petition i s ach ieved t h r ough i n v e r ted 
co unte r p oint . 
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An e p i s od e in tri pl e count e r po i n t i s ba s ed up on a 
new a r pegg i o f i gu r e whi c h has been i n tr odu ced i n the c our s e 
of the fugu e. The us e of the pe dal a i ds t he hand i n 
a c h i ev i ng a l egat o e ffect . 
(Examp l e on next pa ge) 
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I nnume r able passages have a s t he ir so urce the tr ill 
and t h e l eap of the subject. These two patterns a r e 
man i pu l a t ed in dimi nut ion , i nvers i on , and stretto, and 
are frequen tl y double d in octaves . A leap i n g , d riving 
trill passag e cul mi nates in "fortis s i mo " octaves 
i mm e d i ate l y p recedin g the introducti on of the t h ird 
subject , an d t h e subdued third subj ect appea rs as a 
g rateful respite to t h e performe r. The i n terva l of rest 
is b rief, h owever . The " a ll e g ro" speed is resume d and 
there is a g radual crescend o a s t h e fugue again p icks 
u p momen tum. 
The fi nal e n try of th e subject i s g iven in its 
h i gh est octa ve. Here t h e full res ou rc es of t he i nstrument 
are utilized. At one point the spa n between the han ds 
is five octaves, and on l y t h rou gh t h e us e of t he peda l 
c an t h e h a r monic backg r ound be sustai n ed . The co da of 
the fu gue presents a se ri es of arp e gg io s , wh ich s u gge st 
t h re e voic es by t he manner in which t hey a re ph rase d . A 
pe dal-p oin t, a seri e s of s cales, a trill passag e of th r e e 
v o ice s i n f i n al ascent, and t he full sonorous chords 
termin a te t he g i gantic fugue. 
The fugue of Op.llO is more voc a l an d l y rical i n 
c ha r a ct e r. This a p plie s not on l y to t he s ubject , but 
to t h e fu gue a s a wh ole. When t h e fugue is first 
d eveloped it rema i ns in s trict voca l s t yle , with t h e 
e x cept i on of passages i n t h e b a ss which d ouble t he subj e c t 
i n octa ves. The movemen t, formall y , is n ot stric t , b e in g 
int e rrup t ed b y an inte r po l a t ion of t h e 11 a rio so 11 • When 
t h e fu gue retu rns, it is i n t h e i n verte d form, onl y t o 
b e a b and oned onc e aga in b y the h omophon i c treatm e n t of 
the s ubject at t h e end of t h e moveme n t. The sub ject i s 
continuall y impli ed t h rough t he p i an is t ic pat te rn s of 
t h e las t homopho n ic secti on . For e xample, it is 
pre s ente d in double di mi n ution an d invers i on in s mall 
fi gures. 
(Example on n ext pag e ) 
7'3 
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An accompaniment, wh ich appears to be simply an undulating 
variety of figuration, embodies a suggestion of t h ree 
voices. Al so, a subtle imitative effect is achieved 
between the t wo hands. 
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When the accompaniment shifts to the left hand, 
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the subject is a g ain p re sented through i mpl ic a tion. 
-
As the movement ends , a tonic pedal supports th e subject 
as it ascen d s i n c h ords . The ensuin g wi de s pan between 
the hands is a p i an istic trait which is characteristic 
of the late work s. 
The two fugal moveme n ts of the v a ri a tions, t h e 
11 Prometh eus 11 and 11 Diabelli", are essential l y p ianisti c. 
The 11 alla fuga'' o f the "P-rome t h eus" is free, and is 
base d upon scale passag es, lea p s, doubling in t h irds a n d 
octaves , and is finall y relinqu ishe d for t h e homophonic 
style. 
In the " Di abell i" fugue t h e pi anistic effect is 
chordal r ather than linear. The piano , being capable 
of virtuall y every musical ef fect exce pt sustained n otes, 
is well adapte d to t h is and any other i d iom that exploits 
a colorful and thematically pregnant harmon y . The 
effectiveness in this case is the result of a lack of 
variation in the external rhythmic pattern of the subject, 
and a closely-knit large-scale underlyin g rhythm which 
dominates the flow of harmony, in some respects not too 
unlike the Goldberg Vari ations. 
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In closing , it becomes an in t e res tin g facet of 
instrumental technique -- and this is especially true of 
the p i ano -- that the contrapuntal or harmonic effect is 
the result of a calculated ratio and distribution of a 
given number of implied parts to the numb e r of notes struck 
at on ce. 
CHAP TER IV 
CONCLUSI ON 
Technique and style are essentially personal. While 
in the foregoing chapters we have dealt with schools and 
effects, we have inadvertently treated personalities. 
Beethoven's ingenious and expansive counterpoint is an 
expression of his personality in t h e same way t hat his 
rival Hummel was represented by a not too masculine 
elegance and facility. 
Beethoven was impetuous, opinionated, self-confident, 
and masculine. How else can his music be? orks are 
ultimate s; t h oughts are the beginn in g s. In the case of 
a composer, technique is the bridge from t h e beginning 
to the ultimate. 
Any other study and appraisal of technique is 
pointless. It is the personality i n the mu sic that is 
the onl y reason for technique to exist and to be studied. 
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APPENDICES 
M·easures 
1-5 
6-11 
16-21 
25-31 
31-39 
39 
40-42 
41 
APPENDIX A 
ANALYSI S OF' THE FUGUES I N THE SONATAS 
OP.106, OP.110, DI ABELLI VARI AT I JNS 
PIANO SONATA, OP.l06 
F'OURTH r OVEMENT, FUGUE 
Introduction 
SUbject, middle v oice, tonic key, Bb 
Answe r, top voice, dominant key, F 
c. s . top voice 
Subject, low voice, tonic key, Bb 
c.s . top voice 
Episode based on sequential figure 
End of exposition 
Coda based on trill fi gure of first sub ject 
Subject in Db, rhyth nic s h ift g iving new 
accent 
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41 c.s. does not appear in its complete form 
against the subject ("con licenze") 
50-55 Episode based on figure at end of c.s . 
Figure is used imitatively between 
the parts 
55 Answer , key of Ab, rhythmic shift, 
C.S. low voice 
c.s. in upper two voices in 
rhythmic shift 
60-65 Voices in double counterpoint 
65,66 Contrary motion beginn ing with 
interval of augmented fourth 
75 
84 
Episo d e in Gb, tri ple coun ter po int, 
new arpegg io fi gure 
Subject in a u gmentation, double d in 
lo w an d· midd le voices 
86 c.s. in augmentation 
97 c. s . in a u gmentation i n ba ss octa ves 
101 Answe r in augmentation, to p v oice 
101 Subject in augmentation, inverte d 
low voice fol l owed by inversion an d 
augment a ti on of trill fi gure in 
80 
Stretto 
1 20-143 Episode in Ab base d on n e w fi gure of ba r 7 5 
1 44 -148 Subject i n retro g r ade, k e y of B minor, 
with new fi gure a gainst it 
~ . . .. 
. J~r n m ffi i RUl li = 
81 
152 Answe r in retro g rade, new f i gu re aga ins t it 
1 58 Subject in retro g rade 
165-185 Episode based on trill ans scale passage 
foun d in s ubj ect 
186 Subject, key of D maj or, style of c. s . 
against it, but not n otes of c. s . 
1 98 Inverted subject, G major, C. R. inverted 
206 Inverted answer, rhythmic shift as i n bar 55 
213- 21 3 Episode based on trill figure 
218 Subject inverted, key of Eb, i mitation in 
t wo u pper v o ices 
240-269 Third subject i n fuga to passag e, D ma jor, 
answer i n subd ominant 
269 First and third subjects co mbined 
277-283 Subjects break d own to series of 
seauential oatterns 
~ ~ 
284 Invert ed subject, tonal answe r i n strett o 
290 Voices chan g_e pa rts, inverte d subject in 
uppe r voice, subject in lowe r part 
29 8 Ep isode based on first and third subjects 
308 Dominant p edal, f ourth voice added , episode 
based on subject and count e rsubject 
324 Answer i n mid dle voice, c. s . in u ppe r v oi ce 
335 Subject in lowe r voice, invers i on of 
subject i n u pper voice 
349 
359-370 
379 
Final entrance of subject in upp er voice, 
key of Bb 
Pedal point, passag e contains arpe gg ios 
and figures derived from sub ject 
Series of ascend in g trill fi gures moving 
up chromatically to final cadenc e c hord s. 
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Measures 
1-4 
5-10 
11-19 
20-27 
28-36 
37-46 
47-61 
62-65 
66-75 
75-79 
80 - 8 7 
100-110 
111 
PIANO SONATA, OP.llO 
FOURTH iviOVEMENT, FUGlJE 
Subject in bass, key of Ab 
Real answer in a lto, c.s. in b a ss 
Subject in soprano, c.s. in alto, modified 
and containing suspensions 
Subject in bass, doubled in octaves, k ey of Ab 
c. s . in eoprano, crossed voices with alto 
Subject in alto, key of Ab 
C~S. in sixths in bass and sopran o 
Subject in so p rano, key of Eb 
c.s. in bass and alto, d oubled in t h irds 
Episode based on material from Subject 
Subject in a lto, key of Db, no c.a. 
Answer in soprano, with bass in i mitation 
at bar 68, dominant pedal in bass 
Subject in bass, key of Ab, imitation 
in tenor at bar 77 
Deceptive subject in sop rano, pattern of 
sequences endin g in do minant seventh chord 
Recap itulation of the Arioso 
Return of Fugue in inverted form, 
Subject in alto, key of G major 
83' 
114-118 
118-122 
122-126 
126 
127 
127-133 
134 
134-142 
142-148 
148-152 
152-158 
158-175 
175-187 
Answer in soprano, modulating to 
key of D major 
Subject in bass 
Subject in soprano in key of G minor 
Subject in diminution in bass 
Answer in alto, interval of a fourth 
reduced to a third 
Subject in augmentation in soprano, 
producing crossed rhythm 
Subject in sixths and thirds in alto 
and soprano, key of C minor 
Sub·ject augmented in bass 
Meno allegro, Subject in double diminution 
in soprano, followe d by alto and bass 
Recapitulation of Exposition, return of 
Subject in original form, key of Ab 
Answer in alto 
Subject in soprano 
Tonic pedal, Subject in chords in soprano 
Final tonic arpegg io. 
84_ 
Measures 
1-6 
2-6 
6-12 
8-12 
14-20 
16-20 
20-26-
2 2-26 
28-34 
34-40 
36-40 
44-50 
46-50 
55-61 
63-69 
65-69 
70-8 5 
85 - 91 
DIABELLI VARIATIONS 
VARIATI ON 32, FUGA 
Subject in sop rano, key of Eb 
c.s .. in alto 
Tonal answer in bass 
c.s .. in alto 
Subject in tenor 
C .. s .. in bass 
Subject in alto 
c.s. in soprano 
Stretto at the tenth serving as episo de 
Answer in bass, key of C minor 
C'.s. in soprano 
Subject in tenor 
c .s . in oa ss 
Stretto at the fifteenth, subject in 
soprano and bass, c.s .. in t h irds, 
alto a nd ten or 
Subject in contrary motion in ba ss, 
key of C minor 
c .. s. in contrary motion in sop rano 
Episode 
Subject in alto, key of Eb 
85 
86 
87-91 C ... s. in soprano 
89-95 Subject in tenor 
91-95 c._s. in bass 
95-101 Answer in contrary motion , tenor and bass 
C~S. not used, but material is simil a r 
105-111 Subject in ~oprano 
107-111 c. s ~ in tenor 
117-121 Subject in tied notes in soprano 
Hew count e rsubject 
121-125 Answer in bass, c.s. in free contrary 
motion in soprano 
1 25-1 29 Subject in alto, c.s. in bass 
129-133 Answer in tenor, c.s. in a1 to 
135-142 Episode, key of F minor 
14.2-14 5 
1 42 -145 
145 
147-149 
149-153 
151-153 
153 
160 
Subject in t en or and bass 
Hori zontal sh ift of Subject 
C •. s. in alto 
Subject in a lto 
First c. s . in so pr an o 
Subject in soprano, key of Ab 
First C ~S . in alto 
Subj ect i n tenor, key of Ab 
End of fugue, cadenza-like passage . 
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APPENDIX B 
CHRONOLOGIC.AL LIST OF BEETHOVENt S 
WORKS F'OR P IANO SOLO 
(taken from "Beethoven" by Vincent D1 Indy) 
Dates according to completion of works 
YOTJTHF tJL COMPOS ITIONS ( 1782-1793) 
1782 Nine Variations on a march by Dressler 
Seven Bagatelles, first version of Op.33 
1783 Minuet (Eb) 
Rondo (C) 
1784. 
Three Sonatas (Eb, F minor, D) 
Two Sonatinas (G, F) 
Rondo (A) 
1786 Prelude (F minor) 
1790 Twenty-four Variations on Righini 's 
"Venni Amore" (D) 
1792 Thirteen Variations on Dittersdorf's 
"Es war einmal ein alter Mann" (A) 
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1794 
1795 
1796 
1797 
FIRST PERIOD (179 2-1801) 
Minuet (Ab) 
Variations on the Quintet in Paisiello's 
"Molin:are 11 
Variations on the Duet in Pa1siello 1 s 
"Molinare" 
Variations on a ~.Hnuet in Haibl's "Le 
Nozze disturb-ate" 
Three Sonatas, Op.2 (F minor, A, C) 
Sonatina (C) unfinished 
Variations on a Russian Dance in Brani tzky' s 
"Waldmadchen" 
Seven Landler 
Sonata, Op.7 (Eb) 
sonata,. Op.49,. No.2 (G) 
Rondo , Op. 51 , No.1. (C) 
Eight Variations on Gretryts "Une fievre 
brUlan te" (C) 
Seven Variations on Winter's "Kind, Willst 
du ruhig schlafen" (F) 
Ten Variations on s ·alieri's "La stessa, 
la stessissima" from Falstaff ( Bb) 
89 
1798 Eight Variations on a trio by Sussmayer 
"Tande1n und scherzen" (F) 
Three Sonatas, Op.10 (C minor, F, D) 
sonata, Op.13 (C minor) 
Two Sonatas, Op.14 (D, G) 
1799 Sonata, Op.49, No.1 (G) 
1800 Sonata, Op . 22 ( Bb) 
Rondo, Op.51, No.2 (G) 
90 
SECOND PER I OD (1801-1815) 
1801 Sonata, Op.28 (D) 
Sonata, Op.26 (Ab) 
Sonata, Op.27, ~.1 ( E) 
Sonata, Op.27, No.2 (C# minor) 
1802 Sonata, Op.31, No.1 ( G) 
Sonata, Op.31, No.2 (D minor) 
Seven Bagatelles (second version) Op . 33 
Six Variations on an orig ina l the me, Op.34 
Variations and Fugue on 11Prometheus 11 
theme, Op.35 
1803 Sonata, Op.3.1, No.3 (Eb) 
Seven Variations on "God Save the King ", (C) 
Five Variations on "Rule Britannia 11 ( D) 
1804 Sbnata, Op.57 (F minor) 
Sonata, Op.53 (D) 
Sonata, Op .54 (F) 
1806 Thirty-two Variations on an ori g in a l 
theme ( C min or) 
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1809 Six Variations ( D) first sketch of "Ruins 
of Athens" ma rch, Op.76 
Fantaisie, Op.77 ( G minor) 
Sonata, Op .79 ( G) 
Sonata, Op .78 (F# ) 
Sonata, Op.8la (Eb) 
1814 Polonaise, Op. 89 (C) 
Sonata, Op. 90 ( E) 
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THIRD PER I OD (1815-18 27) 
1816 Sonata, Op.lOl (A) 
1818 Sonata, Op .l06 (Bb) 
Andante Ma estoso (C) 
1820 Twelve Bagatelles, Op.ll9 
Sonata, Op .l09 (E minor) 
18 21 Sonata, Op.llO ( Ab) 
18 22 Sonata, Op .lll (C minor) 
Six Bagatelles, Op.106 
Rondo, "The Lost Groschen", Op.l29 
1823 Thirty-three Variations on a Waltz 
by Diabelli, Op.l20 
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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
VV e have dealt in some detail with the counter p oint 
mechanisms and styles, or in other words, internals and 
externals -- as used in Beethoven's piano music. We have 
even looked now and then into his music other than that for 
the p iano. We discovered in our research that h is counte r-
point changed wi th his periods; that is, the three g enera lly 
reco gnized composing pe riods. But , this last discovery 
outweighs in im portance t h e study of the counterpoint 
itself. 
The reason is obvious. Counterpoint as is the 
case with any form of utterance, lite r ary or musi c a l --
is primarily an expression of the indivi dua l himself. 
Otherwise, the coun terpoint would be no more than "soun d in g 
brass, or a tinkling c ymbal". Thus wh ile we have be en 
studying Beethoven's counterpoint, we have been more con-
cerned with the man himself, although this may not b e 
a pparent to the reader since it has not been stated· 
previously in so many words. But, any study -- however 
technical --of an artist's p roductions will, in the 
larger sense, be a study of the artist. 
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Let us, then, comp are Beethoven in the prime of life 
to t h e Beethoven of t h e last p eriod. In hi s thirtieth 
year (when he seemed not too interested in counterp oint 
a s such) we find him described as "streng th personified 11 
by the poet Castelli, a "picture of energy " by Seyfried, 
and a s 11 cyclopean 11 by Reichardt a nd Benedict. Others who 
were acquainted with Beeth oven at this time describe his 
forehead an d cranium like "the v ault of a te mple", his 
powerful j aw s "tha t c a n g rind n u ts" and his voice li k e 
tha t "of a lion". 
As for a brief statement of Beethoven's philoso phy, 
we n e e d but gi ve t wo quotations from his corre spon d ence: 
y 
"Strehgth is the outstanding quality of thos e wh o 
distinguish themse lves beyond all others" and 
"The only quality I reco gnize in people i s go odne s s ." 
One is tempte d to ask , "What use woul d a man of such 
vigor, intellect, a nd sensitivity h a ve for t h e disciplines 
of counterp oint?" For, in the l ast analysis, a r e not 
disciplines and techniques merely ai d s for t he artist? 
And, wh a t woul d so self-reliant and self-confi dent a man 
do with aids? 
1/Wilhelm Peterson-Berger, Om Musik, Beethoven's Hemlighet, 
Bonniers, s tockholm, 1942 , p. 114 . 
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Thus, vvith t h is picture in view, it is not difficult 
to understand why Beethoven d id n ot particul a rly enjoy 
his counterpoint studies and why his e a rlier works s ho w 
but rel a tively li ttle evi d ence of his tra ining . However , 
in contrast to the above, let us now t u rn to a descri ption 
of t h e Be ethoven of the l as t per io d in t h e word s of a 
persona l acqua i ntan ce, t he celebrated violini s t an d 
y 
cori".poser, Lo uis Sp ohr: 
11 Up to this period, there wa s no visible fallin g off 
in Beethoven's cre at ive po we rs. But a s from t h i s ti me, 
owing to h is constantly increas ing d eafness, he coul d no 
longe r hear any music, that of a necessity must have had 
a prejudicial influence upon his fancy. His constant 
end e a vour to be original and to open ne w paths, coul d no 
longer as forme rl y , be preserved from error by t he 
guidance of the ear." 
The l a st sentence of the quota tion conta ins the crux 
of the whole mat ter. He needed something to lea n on , and 
counter point incre asing ly met t ha t need . But , it would 
be unfa ir to say tha t Be ethoven employed counterp o i n t in 
the s p irit of Donald Francis Tovey's oft-quoted quip, "An 
elaborate contrapw1tal combination really g reatly simplifies 
yLouis Spohr: Auto b iography, V illiam Reeves, London, 
1878, Volume 1, p. 188. 
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the com poser's task. It is like those Japanese paper 
pellets which when dropped into water unfol d i nto 
1/ 
flo~vers ... -
Beethoven needed no devices to simplify his task ; 
he wa s too skilled a craftsman for t hat . But, as Spohr 
says, his ear coul d no longe r save him from error. But, 
what kin d of error? Certainly not technical errors in 
h a rmony or counterpoint! The ear is not necessary for 
academic paper work, an d his three teachers describe d in 
the first c hap t er pre pa re d hi m for any even t ua lity f o t h is 
nature. 
But, there is a different kincJ of error --name ly, 
error in judgmen t. It is undoubtedly true that he wa s 
equippe d with a ll of the knowledg e nee d ed for formal 
planning. There is a mple eviden ce of s cientific forma l 
calculation in Beethoven's music, but even in the most 
scientific form, the ele men t of "auditory illus ion" 
intrudes and t h e e a r must become the final auth ority . 
However, t h is faculty was t o some extent lost in Beeth ove n 
2/ 
in his last days according t o Spohr:-
" •.• the poor deaf ~aestro of the Piano coul d no 
1/D.F. Tovey, A Com panion to t h e Art of Fugue , Oxford 
University Press, London, 1 931, p. 2. 
2/Louis Spohr, op. cit., p. 187. 
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longer hear his own music. This was particularly rema rkable 
in a passage in the second part of the first Alle g ro of the 
symphony. At that part there are two paus e s in quick 
succession, the second of which is pi a nissimo . This 
Beethoven had probably overlooked , for he aga in began to 
g ive the t i me before t h e orch estra had executed this second 
pause. Without knowing it, therefore, he was already 
from ten to twelve bars in advance of the orch estra wh en 
it began the pianissimo ." 
One cannot help but be i mp ressed by the fact t ha t 
Beethoven was men t a lly alert enough to be aware of h is 
failin g in judgment to the degree that he -- if only on a 
fe w occasions -- humbled himself to allow the fugu e form to 
gui de him . Beethoven is not the only com poser who has 
kno wn the fugue as an "eve r present help".. But, it would 
be grossly unf a ir to infer that Beethoven 's e mployment of 
the fugue was in the spirit of Tovey's rema rk as given 
above , to the same degree that it would be cruel to apply 
it to Bach, who wrote in the contrapunta l forms t h rou6h out 
his life. 
The fu gue -- in a sense the culmina tion of the wh ole 
art of counterpoint -- is a lso a hi gh l y expre ssive form i n 
the hands of a ma ture and gif.ted com poser. And, it is in 
this spirit that we h a ve approached and exami n ed the 
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magnificent fugues in the piano son a tas, Op .l06 a n d 110. 
The a nalyses by themselves would be fruitless. They 
are included in t h e thesis a s a mea ns of penetrating more 
clearly into Beethoven 's thought processes. If, in 
addition, they mi ~ht be of some help to a student struggling 
with the problems of acade mic fug ue, so muc h t he better. 
But , it is hoped that the reader will t ake them in t h e 
spirit in wh ich they a re intend Rd. 
Thus, we have endeavoured to make a systematic study 
of t he d evelopments in the com p osin g career of Beet h oven 
through the c on trapuntal ski l ls em ploye d in the p i a no 
works through out the three perio d s . Perhaps this was to 
some de g ree unjust; it mi ght have been more deferential 
to Beethoven to have taken a broader area of his output , 
as a basis of ana l ysis , but for practical reasons it 
became necessary to li mit the scope of t h is s tudy. 
If some reader will find this t h esis of even a little 
help in more clearl y understan d ing Beethoven the man and 
artist , h is music , and his t hought proces ses, it will 
have served its purpose. 
